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I. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Plasma heating by electromagnetic waves of [on-Cyclotron Range of 

Frequencies ilCRF) is an important issue in both theoretical and exper

imental aspects of tokamak fusion research- Most of the large size toka-

maks have successfully demonstrated the heating of minority resonant ions 

to the energies well above 1 MeV by fundamental resonance heating of 

ICRF waves. And the study of the effects of fast ions on plasma behavior, 

such as transport, instability generation.and wall interaction, is becoming 

an interesting and important topic. The analyses of fast ion effects has 

not been straightforward because the lowest order distribution function is 

not Maxwellian. Due to the preferential heating in the perpendicular di

rection^ relative to the magnetic field vector), the distribution function is 

highly anisotropic as demonstrated numerically in Refs. 1 and 2. A rea

sonably simple and accurate analytic expression for such tail-distribution 

functions in two-dimensional velocity space is greatly desired for progress 

in related analytic theories. 

Attempts to calculate such analytic solutions have been reported in 

the literature. Reference 3 obtained a useful analytic solution, but used 

an isotropic model. Reference 4 introduced a boundary layer variable to 

obtain a simple and anisotropic analytic solution for minority tail ions, but 

an overly crude treatment of the boundary layer variable and pitch-angle 

scattering operator led to an inaccurate expression for the tail distribution 

function. Reference 2 obtained a similar solution to that of Ref. 4. but it 
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used model Coulomb slowing-down and heating operators, and treated the 

heating effect as a delta-function in pitch angle, resulting in a discontinuous 

slope in the tail distribution function at the resonance pitch angle. 

It is the purpose of the present work to improve the analyses given 

in Refs. 2 and 4, to obtain more rigorous and accurate expressions for the 

lowest order particle distribution function of the anisotropic high energy tail 

ions. The procedure of Ref. 4 will be closely followed, and the solutions will 

be discussed for a few different resonant broadening cases. In comparing 

our result with that from the isotropic calculation.3 it should be kept in 

mind that our result is valid for the tail species only while the isotropic 

calculation yields the minority distribution for all the energy range. Thus 

cnly the tail description part of Ref. 3 should be used for comparison with 

the present result. 

II. Kinetic Formulation 

In the presence of the quadlmear ICRF heating operator Q. the lowest 

order distribution function / of the resonant species is calculated from the 

drift-kinetic equation 

vrVf = Cf + Qf . 

where the vertical drift term has been neglected assuming that the banana 

width of our tail particles is much smaller than the minor radius. This 

neglect of vertical drift may restrict the validity of the present analyses to 

large minor-radius or high magnetic-field tokamaks. The left hand side of 
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the above drift-kinetic equation is proportsonai to the bounce frequency, 

while the right hand side is proportional to the collision frequency. If we 

notice that the parallel bounce motion of tail particles is much faster than 

the Coulomb or RF collision rate, we can immediately see from the above 

equation that the lowest order distribution function must be constant along 

the magnetic field lines. We will use the notation / , to denote this lowest 

order distribution function of the minority tail ions, which is constant along 

the magnetic field. 

Then / , can be calculated by taking the bounce-average ox-er the guiding 

center motion: 

[C)h -r {Q)f. = 0. , i ) 

where {x} denotes the bounce average operation 

{x} = — — x. rb = - / —. 

where L is the total connection length for the passing particles. £ = / d£. 

and the bounce-average-integral is taken between the turning points of the 

tail panicles. It is well known1-2-'* that the perpendicular heating by ICRF 

resonance forces the turning points of the RF-driven tail particles to ap

proach the zero-ifc|| ICRF-resonance points. 

For the tail ions, whose kinotic energy is above the ion-electron critical 

slowing-down energy, the Coulomb scattering operator is well approximated 
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where v, is the tail ion slowing-down rate due to Couiomb drat on the 

background electrons, v., is the tail ion OCT-scattering rate by the main 

ions, and J = v\\jv. The bounce average of the Coulomb slowing-down 

operator, the first operator in Eq. (2). is trivial, since r, and the partieie 

speed v are constants of motion. 

The bounce-averaged Coulomb pitch-angle scattering operator car. be 

calculated as follows. Using the relation. 1 - £ J = 11 - ^ ) ( 5 / 5 ^ , (. where 

the subscript m implies that the quantity is evaluated a.t the minimum 

Mod-B point, transforming ^ into £ m . and performing the bounce average. 

we obtain for the pitch-angle scattering operator Cf, 

- 7bV\lm 0C. m 0 £ m 

where 

Assuming the variation of B along the magnetic field line to be 

B = B,il - Acostf). 

and defining K as 

K' = i2\/tt-*)]vlJv$m, (3) 

we obtain 

< = « n v ' l - K*sinH8/2), (4) 

where 6 is a poloidal angle measured from minimum-B plane. The relation 

A"" = 1 defines the boundary between the trapped and passing particles. 
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Change of variables from dl/L to d8/2ir and then from A'sini^/2) to sin 77 

yields 
1 rn A l 

7i = / drj 

. . . 1 rr- Bm cos 3 r, 
T A y-r/j 5 ^ ! _ ^sin-r. 

In the present work-, we further simplify the bounce averaged pitch an

gle scattering operator by assuming a large aspect ratio tokamak and also 

assuming that the tail ions are deeply trapped!£j, -C 1 and A'" 3> 1). The 

quantities A', r,, and Y are easily simplified to 

1 - A £ , « , Av,|m 2A 

and. thus the bounce averaged pitch angle scattering operator becomes 

<^>aT7-flF«»sJ-- ( 6 ) 

The validity of Eq. (5) is limited to the case when the particles are in the 

deeply trapped regime. Thus, our form for {Cf,} is not valid for the case 

when the resonance surface lies near the rnaximum Mod-B point id = ^ 1. 

since the location of the banana tips of the high energy resonant particles 

is near the resonance surfaces. 

We now consider the bounce average of ICRF-heating operator 

where TRF is the ICRF-driven particle flow density in velocity space. In 

the velocitv coordinate svstem described bv ( f , ^ m ) . we caji express TRF as 

f , f = - D - V t . / „ 



;n l 0 f • n l d f , < , n L d h n l d - f > • 
~ ~v{Dv"T{Tv T A « - ^ a S T ' " U D ^ T t ~d7 * D - - ^ 3 u '' 

where D is the RF-driven velocity-space diffusion coefficient tensor whose 

element is expressed in (v. £n ) coordinates. £• and £ m are the unit vectors m 

Vt> and V£ m direction, and hi. hi, and /13 are the Lame coefficients derived 

as (/13 corresponding to the gyrophase angle; 

The different components in the velocity-space diffusion coefficient ten

sor D are related to each other through the heating path given by y = ti;« = 

constant, where V\\R is the parallel velocity at the resonance location. From 

the heating relation constrained by the heating path, ^ e = BR^^. we can 

easily obtain 
BR v2 

A v = _ * ^ m A f m . { 7 ) 

Using this relation, we derive 

n - -hn dE-m\ - h-vn 

D - h i

n

 a H - h : t T , n 
hi av hi v 

or 

Duu = -tiDu'-V*WD-
where 

B. 
n = BR U-<„ 



The velocity-space flux TRF is rhen simplified to 

f - n - h- n i ! d-f> 
h | U "lt / t ' l 

where the mathematical identitv 

df\ 9/1 
c V 3<m 9v 

0) dv\ ^>.,. 'v «... 

has been used. From Eq. ( S). we can see that the quasilinear ICRF diffusion 

tries to drive the particles into a state where /„ is constant along the heating 

path defined by a constant vaiue of y. By expanding i around the resonance 

pitch-angle £,, we find 

c"2 - £ * 
10) 

Thus, the £m-component in Eq. (S) is much smaller than the u-component 

since TJ < 1 for the highly anisotropic tail ions. However, this term cannot 

be neglected since the high degree of localization may allow dr)/d(,m ~ 1 in 

the evaluation of QKF = V f„. 

The quasiiinear ICRF heating operator then becomes, from Eq. (3). 

Q = V - T RF 
1 fi si 

_ 1 5! _dfB 

v2 av L <3u 
i _ a _ . n a/.i 

" ^ a ^ 1 " " " ' a w l 
And by taking the bounce average operation, we obtain 

{Q} = -
i a: ,df„\ i d ! _ a/. 
7a7lf ^ a7; "^aHL^aTi 

vj 

i i i 
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where Di is the bounce-averaged quasiiinear velocity space diffusion coefn-

f::ent 

DiS{Dvv). 

A highly localized tail-ion distribution near the resonance pitch-angle 

can be analyzed by a proper identification of a boundary layer parameter as 

shown in Ref. 4. ICRF waves, while heating them, drive the resonant ions 

onto the zero-A-|( resonance pitch angle, and this heating process is balanced 

by the Coulomb slowing-down process. Without the effects of pitch angle 

scattering, ail the tail ions will end up at $m = £,, but the existence of 

the pitch angle scattering, though weak, allows the fast ions to spread out 

somewhat in pitch angle. A rough estimate of the spreading width of the 

tail particles near the resonance pitch-angle can be obtained by balancing 

the magnitudes of the Coulomb energy scattering and pitch-angle scattering 

terms 

Since i/„ x r~ 3 . we can easily see that the localization width A$m satisfies 

the relation u 3 / 2 A £ m ~ constant. This observation naturally leads us to 

the identification of a boundary layer variable 

where a = W|/|i"i|j = ± 1. representing the resonances at £, or —£,. and v is 

normalized to vc to reflect the physical fact that A£ m — 1 when v is close 

to the critical ion-electron siowine-down speed. The usefulness of a new 
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boundary-layer-variable i„ will be made clear in the following calculation 

of/„-

Changing our pitch-angle variable £m into la, and using the localization 

approximation 3({ m /„}/#£, = '*dfo/d£<,, Eq. (1) can be written as 

]_d_ 
U'v2dv iu 

3 , , " t . , " . J ^ / o _1__£_ 
y 2 9v 

A,u: 

! < - . 
2£ 

v/iJ 5 I 3 / 0 = o. (13) 

In consideration of the observation that /„ as constant for £a = constant, 

we assume that /„ takes the form 

with the normalization condition 

ftmm. 

n " m m * 
(14) 

and 

< /<Pvf. >=n„ jd3vm = 2 T £ f ° vWy/Z dv f <K„, (15) 
J * „ Jo Jlimnr 

where the £,-integration is taken along a constant-u contour, < • > rep

resents flux-surface-average, vm is v at the midplane, and and the limits of 

f-integral [ £ m M t r = ( v / v ^ ' H l - *&), and tn,„ = - ( v / v c ) 3 ' 2 ( l + *£.)] are 

extended to 
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due to the largeness of v/v,. [or equivalently, due to the high degree of 

localization in pitch angle). The flux-surface-averaged tail density re, can 

be obtained from the present velocity representation (v,£m) as follows: 

, J «||m -»m 1̂ 1 J <h>-
From the relation between £ m and (, given by Eq. (4), it is straightforward to 

obtain < B£m/Bms > = I . 2 / T A " ) F ( 1 / A ' ) for a large aspect ratio tokamak. 

where F is the complete elliptic integral. Using A' S> 1 for deeply trapped 

particles, it is easy to see that < BZm/Bm£ >~ 1/A". For particles turning 

at the resonance surfaces, we obtain from Eq. (3) that 

2A 1 
A ' 2 ~ 

1-H2' (16) 

We thus have 

< 3Sm/Bm£ >^ &/$., 

where £ c = \/2X/(l — A) is the pitch-angle at the trapped-passing boundary 

in the velocity space. We then obtain 

In Eq. (13), the term dfo/0v \y can be changed into df0/dv \e using the 

relation 

dv\ dv 

where the second term is small. 

di dv 
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A. C o n s t a n t D>, Approx ima t ion 

Solving Eq. (13) is not easy because of the added complication that 

Uj can have a strong dependence in £ if there is not enough resonance 

broadening effect. 

Pi oc , (17) 

sfti-ZZ + iM*)2 

where ii£a is the amount of resonance broadening in pitch angle. The 

ananlyses becomes significantly simplified if we assume that D>, is inde

pendent of v and £. In this case, the equation for V(v) is obtained by 

integrating Eq. (13) in t a , keeping v constant. The second and fourth 

terms vanish because of the boundary condition L(C9) and dL/dv —» 0 at; 

\ia\ becomes large, yielding 

I4 |vv( tO + ^ |- iv | -v(t , ) = o, 

which can be changed into the familiar form 

= 0. (IS) 

where r, = \ju, and 

I d 

r,dv ^ S K ( " 1 + W ( V ) 

nd 
kT„, = MtT,Db. (19) 

Notice here the resemblance of Eq. (18) to the Coulomb energy scat

tering operator. The energy scattering part of the RF-collisions takes the 

role of energy randomization and is balanced by the slowing-down colli

sions to reach a steady state. Tne solution of Eq. (18) is well known to be 
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a Maxwellian. 

t'cff) = ".&/& 
-Tl3/i)oc,2vV2 

exp(— i-'/i-," I. (20) 

where the subscript " C is used to imply the constant-D» approximation. T 

is the Gamma-function, v, = (2frT,///.Ut) l /* is the effective thermal speed 

of tail particles with the effective temperature J , / / , and the normalization 

condition (15) has been used. 

The solution for L(l, j is more diificult to obtain due to the non-orthogonal 

nature of our coordinates iv.(^). But for the particles well within the 

boundary layer. (a <S 1. we can relax the non-orthogonality using the rela

tion 

dv 
_ av\ 

- % • 

l 2 v dv 

M 
dv 

&'"> 
The second term in the square bracket can be changed into the same form 

as the first term using Eqs. (7) and (10), and we have 

.dV df. 
dv 

= L 
dv 

1*1 dL_ 
2v ee, 

The second term is small because of the assumption t„ «C 1. Thus, we can 

treat v and (.„ to be orthogonal for the particles well within the boundary 

layer, 
ft f. av dv i 

(21) dv -'£ "Irl 
where the second equality is from Eq. (9). 
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Using Eqs. (19)-{21). we can easily see that the first and third terms in 

Eq. (13) cancel each other, leaving an equation for Lit,), 

v.. v 
dei I ~ cy* at. 

n r 3V 
V 

which can be rearranged into 

d 
dl. (22) 

where the approximate relation 

v 

has been used. A solution to Eq. (22) is again a Maxwellian: 

£(«,) = .4 exp[-(UA£)% 

where .4 = 1 / ( 2 X / T A / ) is the normalization constant given by Eq. (14), and 

(23) (Al\2 = V* "'' k T e , t = 1 — — = 4 / 1 5 

' if Dt 2.U, 2o? v. l + A / . / A / i ' 

Here in the above relation. Eq. (19) has been used for the second equality, 

vtiVz = constant has been used for &£ = constant, and A/, is the background 

ion mass. 

A complete solutior is then given by the summation over u = i l , 

So.c = Vc(v) £ £(4) , (24) 

where an extra subscript "C" is used in f0.c to denote that the solution 

is from the constant-!)* approximation. Notice here that for v •« vc, L 
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becomes a constant independent of I,, and thus / , becomes isotropic. How

ever, our fQ in this low energy limit does not yield the correct if— dependence, 

which is eip( — f*/1',2) with v, defined as the thermal speed of the background 

ion species. This is due to our neglect of the tail-bulk ion energy scattering 

in the Coulomb operator. 

Figure la shows a plot of a typical f0,c obtained from the present 

cons tant -^ approximation in v\\m — v±m space. Hydrogen minority heating 

in a deuterium plasma is considered with T^fj/Ec = 100 and the resonance 

pitch angle = 0.46 at rnidplane. The comparison in the shape of constant 

/ a contours with the numerical solution of Ref. 1 can be seen from Fig. lb . 

The smoother tips of the rabbit ears in Fig. la, than in Fig. lb . reflect the 

use of constant-!?*. Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional structure of the 

present the Z^c-contours (constant-£?(, approximation). 

B. Velocity Dependent Di, with Doppler-Broadening 

We now consider the solution for f0 with more realistic model of A - Of

ten in a practical ICRF-heating experiment, the value of k^ is not negligibly 

small and the resonance broadening occurs by the Doppler shift effect for 

the fast ions localized near the resonance pitch angle. The particles can be 

resonant with the iCRF-wave at pitch angles other than £„. The amount 

of Doppler broadening increases as particle energy gets higher since the 

Doppler broadening is from k^v\\. And we can easily see from Eq. {17} that 

the resulting Di is broadened in $m but may become function of particle 



energy, instead. 

From the simpie estimate. Eq. (121. of the localization width of the 

fast ions near the resonance pitch angle, we know that the localization 

width in pitch angle decreases as the particle energy increases. But the 

amount of resonance broadening in pitch angle increases as the particle 

energy increases. Therefore, above a certain energy most of the fast ions 

may be within the broadened resonance layer and Dt, cannot be a rapidly 

varying function of the pitch angle for most of the fast ions. The broadening 

of the resonance layer can be estimated from the resonance condition JJ — 

fl = &j|Vj|. For an ion away from the zero-fcj| resonance location to be 

resonant with the wave, it should satisfy 

A « = ABAUII, (25) 

where AH = QRAB/BR is the difference in 0. between the actual resonance 

location and the zero-A]| resonance location, and Aity is the small parallel 

velocity at the actual resonance location. The magnitude of Aity can be 

approximately given by 

A ^ ~ ^ A B / B f l , (26) 

assuming that the turning point is near BR. Equation (25) then yields the 

relation Afi = k^ABjBR which becomes 

By combining this and Eq. (26), it is trivial to obtain the amount of reso-
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nance broadening A£H as follows: 
hiv 

ASR ~ y/AB/BR ~ ^ ~ . 127) 

The present fast ions will exist within the resonance broadening layer if 

Asm * (i'c/*-' i 3 ' 2 is smaller than A^/j, or 

ve- W e / 

V5 
128) 

For deuterium minority heating in a typical tokamak(we take TFTR 

experiment here with fo| ̂  0.0S cm~x). we obtain that the kinetic energy 

of the fast ions needs to be at least five times the critical slowing-down 

energy in order for the resonance broadening to assure that Di, is a slowly 

varying function of pitch angle. Since the fast ions in the present analyses 

are assumed to be at energy much higher than the critical siowing-down 

energy, it is reasonable to assume here that D>, in TFTR ICRF-experiment 

with fc|| ~ 0.08 cm'1 is not a function of ^ ( a n d in many other experimental 

situations with adequately large k\\ values). But in this situation. Db is 

function of i\ instead, as can be seen from Eq. (27): D\, = Dl/v. where 

D\ is a velocity independent part from Eq. (17) with the broadening given 

by Eq. (27). Notice here that as the value of ty becomes smaller, the 

peakedness of D\, toward the resonance pitch angle cannot be avoided. 

Thus in the case when the Doppler effect broadens D$, Eq. (IS) becomes 

-•^•[i—-?-V(v)+vvV{v)]=Q, (29) 
T,dv v av 

which leads to the solution 
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where the subscript "'D" implies that the Doppler-broadening effect flatten? 

the sharp D*, behavior in £ m , and r f is given by the relation 

if = 3r,Di 

The £ dependent solution L(£) is the same as before, Eq. (23). and we 

obtain 

The contour plot of this f0.D is shown in Fig. 3. 

C. Inclusion of sharp resonance behavior in A 

When the Doppler broadening effect is too small to validate the above 

approximation and no other broadening effect can flatten the sharp struc

ture of Di, in the pitch angle, it is necessary to study the effect of the sharp 

resonance structure on j 0 . In this case, we model the sharp behavior with 

a delta function and devide Dt, into two parts as follows: 

Dh = 77» + Dhi{£), 

where 77& is a properly defined pitch angle independ part. The 6 — function 

part contribution to the last term in Eq. (13) does not exit because S(£) £ 

is identically zero. Thus in the last term of Eq. (13), D^ simply becomes 

27*. 

Since the particles with | £ m | < £, are deeply trapped beyond the res

onance surface and cannot reach, the resonance surface, Di, = 0 for those 
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particles. And thus we need to treat these overly trapped tail ions sepa

rately. We first consider the fast ions whose pitch angles are large enough to 

allow them cross the resonant layers. In this pitch angle domain. (£|m > £>, 

the value of the delta function is zero and thus Di, = ~D^ . The following 

solution can be easily shown to satisfy Eq. (13): 

/„ = Aexp v 
v2. 

( e - ' i /(<") 3

 + <;-< J-/<*0 J) i 

which is identical to the solution in the constant ZVcase except that ve/j 

and &£ are defined by using ~D\, in place of Di,. The constant A is determined 

by the normalization condition. 

The solution for the non-resonant and sharply resonant part of the tail 

ions. | £ | m < £ 0, is more complicated to obtain. In this case, we follow 

the procedure of Ref. 2 and obtain a model solution by approximating the 

differential equation (13) as 

iEtdf0 , vufv^Pf. , A ^ * - 5 2 / " mfvyPfa nS(t\F*f' ft 
3T, dW 

where a constant K{of order unity) is introduced to ensure the proper 

amount of jump in ^-derivative at £ = 0, W is the kinetic energy and 

Et is the velocity averaged kinetic energy 

. = j<PvWf.. 

It is easy to show that the following is a solution2: 

3W' 
/ . = A « p ( - ^ ) { ^ ' " +«"'-/,r«)' 
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_ 1 v* u., _ A£ 

By using the definition T.jj — M.v^j/2, and performing the velocity av

erage, we can easily see that Et = <3/4)fcr<//. And the combined solution 

for /„ for two different regimes in the pitch angle space is given by, after 

the proper identification of A by normalization condition Eqs. (14 and 15). 

'** = VC tV*+,/irW • ^ ^ > & ' 

= * (v/2 + ^F)A£ ' / * I W ^ , (311 

where the extra subscript "S" represents the sharp resonance model. A plot 

of this / 0 ,5 is shown in Fig. 4. In comparison with f0ic, the constant-i?* 

case (Fig. 1), we can see that Fig. 4 have sharper behavior near the end 

of the "ears". However, the overall difference between Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 

is not significant. Considering that / 0 i 5 obtained in this section contains 

nonanalytic behavior (f„,s will become even more complicated if we try 

to eliminate the nonanalytic behavior), and also considering the minimal 

difference between fa.s and fa,c, it is expected that the simpler form faJc 

obtained from the constant--D* approximation will suffice many analytic 

analyses which require a known analytic form of the lowest order non-

MaxweJian minority tail distribution function. 
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I I I . Discussions and Conclusions 

Even though we considered a case with finite fo| broadening effect in 

the present work, the validity of our present analyses is basically limited to 

the small k\\ waves. h\v\\ < f2u, due to the neglect of direct heating in the 

i/H-direction at the resonance location. As can be seen from the figures, the 

constant-!?;, approximation yields a reasonably good formula for t'ie lowest 

order tail distribution function in the case when the value of h\ is negligibly 

small. Attractive features of this fa,c is that the formula is in a very simple 

mathematical form and it is analytic everywhere. This formula can be used 

in most of the analytic zero-i|| ICRP theories where delicate details of the 

lowest order distribution function are not needed. For the problems where 

the inclusion of detailed sharp ^-dependence is necessary, more complicated 

form of Jo given as Eq. (31) can be used. In the case when the Doppler 

broadening effect is large enough to flatten out the sharp ^-dependence in 

Z7j,[see Eq. (28)], Eq. (30) provides another simple analytic formula for the 

lowest order distribution. 

The isotropic model solution of Ref. 3 could be trivially obtained and 

shown to be a Maxwellian in energy if we completely neglected the pitch 

angle scattering parts in Eq. (13), or if we solved for an energy-dependent 

solution keeping the pitch angle constant at the zero-&|| resonance pitch 

angle(£ = 0). However it is interesting to notice here that the more com

plete anisotropic solutions presented here do not reduce to the isotropic 

solution of Ref. 3 when integrated over the pitch angle. It is due to the 
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intrinsic non-Maxvellian nature of the tail solutions. For example. V(v) 

and L(£) together form ]ac- ^"( u) is a Maxweilian in the energy variable 

but L contains another velocity dependence, making fBic non-Maxweilian 

in energy. Thus, the ^-average becomes 

J dS^folMv/viflfm - 6 1 ) =Z±eJdeAvc/v)-3nf0(vJ) 

which is not a Maxweilian distribution function. 

Therefore the quantity Tej/ used here is not the temperature(which is 

well defined for a Maxwelliaa case only), but merely a convenient parameter 

simplifying the algebra. And this Ttu should not be used in place of the 

usual temperature parameter. Instead, the average kinetic energy Et should 

be used in the description of the present non-Maxwellian plasma. As usual, 

the average energy Et is related to the power absorption pt to the tail species 

by 

F - T ' P f 

and p, is obtained as follows: 

P l = < j <Pv±Mtv2Qf0 > = J>wmijWiw2 < | ^ Q > /o 

- ^ f A 1 , f 2 1 d 2df0\ 
fc •/ 2 u2 dv . av\, 

Cm '* 

= MtkUVmVDb^- . 
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where in the third equality. Eqs. (5) and (161 have been used to change rb 

into £, and £ c, and in the partial integration process. £ m was held constant. 

In the next partial integration process. I will be held constant with the help 

of Eqs. (14) and (15), and using the various model of Di, we obtain 

3 
p, = ^DbMtTit, for constant - D b model 

T(l /6) M,ntDl 
' = 2 r ( l / 2 ) — i ^ ' D ° P P l e r m o d e l 

A/ tn ( , for sharp Db model. 

The energy-slope of the fast ions which can be observed experimentally 

may not be simply related to the energy content of the tail species, as was 

done for the Maxwellian isotropic approximation. 

The present tail density nt is a flux-surface averaged quantity, while 

most other works used tail density defined at the resonance point in cal

culating pt. The evaluation of tail density at the resonance point can be 

erroneous and model dependent, because the smallness of V|j tends to yield 

a singular effective density at the turning point. And an exact evaluation of 

the resonant ion density at the resonance point may require a more careful 

evaluation of particle velocity including grad-B drift and gyromotion near 

the banana tips. 

It should be noted here again that the minority distribution function 

calculated here is for the tail species only. In the case where a significant 

amount of resonant minority particles are at the energies around and lower 

than the critical slowing-down energy, these particles may be treated as a 

77* + 2A 
AflVS + v ^ 

* 23 



separate species and another form of distribution function should be de

termined. A unified and accurate analytic solution for the whole resonant 

minority distribution function is difficult to obtain, but a simplified analysis 

is under development. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. (a) Two-dimensional contour plots of tail ion distribution / a , c in 

the velocity space with constant Dt, assumption: The parallel and perpen

dicular particle speed is normalized to the ion-electron critical slowing-down 

speed. Hydrogen minority heating in a deutrium plasma is considered with 

Tejj/Ec = 100. (b)Numerical solution of Ref. 1: The contour structure 

is sharper near the resonance pitch angle due to the smaller k\\ numbers 

taken, hence due to the sharp variance of Di, in pitch angle near the reso

nance pitch angle. 

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional structure of the tail distribution function 

fo,c- The input parameters axe the same as in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional contour plots of f0j} with Doppler-broadening 

effect. Jfc|| = 0.08cm - 1 has been used. The input parameters are the same 

as in Fig- 1-

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional coutour plots of f0j with a sharp variation of 

Di, in f: ~BH = Db has been taken. The input parameters are the same as 

in Fig. 1. 
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